
Colonization and Settlement— European Colonization

a. What were the colonial goals of the Spanish, French and Dutch? 

* Spanish Goals:
* French Goals:
* Dutch Goals: 

b. How successful were they in achieving those goals? 

— The Spanish:
— The French:
— The Dutch: 

c. Why would each ultimately lose out to the English in North America? 

— The Spanish:
— The French:
— The Dutch:

d. What happened to the Five Nations of the Iroquois between 1600 and 1700? 

e. Were the Iroquois better off at the beginning of the period or at the end? 

— Why?

The Pueblo Revolt of 1680 and Spanish Colonization— A Case Study

1. What led the Spanish to develop their colony at Santa Fe?
2. What problems did the Spanish have with the Native Americans from the beginning— even 

prior to the establishment of Santa Fe?
3. From 1610-1680, how did the relationship between the Native Americans and the Spanish 

evolve?
4. By 1680, what events sparked the revolt that eventually pushed the Spanish out of New 

Mexico?
5. What made the Pueblo Revolt unique to the history of the Americas? How did that happen?
6. What impact did the Pueblo Revolt have on the history of North America?



The Dutch: New Netherland— A Case Study

1. How was the Dutch colony of New Netherland established?
2. How did the new colony receive financial grounding for its operation in the beginning? How 

did its economy change and evolve over the period of Dutch control?
3. How would you best describe the relationship between the Dutch and the Native 

Americans and their Puritan neighbors?
4. How was the colony governed by the Dutch and what led to its growth and prosperity?
5. Why did New Netherland fall into the hands of the English by 1664?
6. How would the presence of New Netherland live on in the impact that it would have in the 

development of New York? 

New France— A Case Study:

1. How did the French establish themselves in North America?
2. What made the French settlements unique in North America?
3. What comparisons can we make to the French settlements and those of the Spanish and 

the English in North America? How were they different from one another in their 
development? 


